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Welcome to Senator, the home 
of seriously great boats.
Proven and trusted by boaties throughout New Zealand, Senator 
boats are valued for their stability, superior ride and load carrying, 
storage capability and affordability.

With the reassuring safety of a unique aluminum pontoon design, 
coupled with a range of innovative design features, Senator offers 
an exciting selection of boats for everyone to enjoy.

A model to suit your needs…
Senator Pontoon Series
Featuring the highly acclaimed Senator construction, this series 
offers three pressure-tested buoyancy chambers high above the 
water line and large reserves of flotation under floor.

Senator Typhoon Series
This new series offers the choice of a conventional alloy plate 
boat, with cuddy models from 5.4m to 6.5m and hard tops 
from 5.8m to 9.2m. These boats also have large reserves of 
buoyancy under floor and, of course, the great looks and 
smooth ride you expect from a Senator.

Senator Offshore 1020
The flagship of The Senator series. With serious cruising, game 
fishing or that next family adventure on your schedule, this boat is 
of proven quality and reputation. With comfort levels in its roomy 
cabin that are the envy of many in the industry, cruising in style is 
what this boat is all about.

Built in Hawke,s Bay by boaties for boaties.

mh760

rc540
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The future is here…
Since it was established more than a decade ago Senator 
has been listening to the needs of the boating community. 
Senator’s designs have evolved over time to produce a 
modern range of high performing boats for now, and 
the future.

Why choose a Senator?
Safety and stability: Senator is the pioneer of the unique 
folded-style alloy pontoon. This provides buoyancy high in 
the sides of the boat, with added buoyancy under the floor 
making these boats virtually unsinkable and giving you 
peace of mind when on the water.

Special features: Senator prides itself in offering alloy 
boats with a variety of features incorporated in the 
‘standard’ models.

Great-looking: Described by some as ‘the best looking 
pontoon boat on the market’, Senator boats are stylish and 
well built.

Made for you: Everyone buys a boat for a different reason. 
We understand this, so all of our models can be custom 
built to fulfil your wishlist.

A smooth ride: Senator’s practical designs mean great 
handling, less jarring and a smoother ride.

Contents List

DISCLAIMER: Senator advises that boats shown in this brochure may show optional extras 
that are additional to standard specifications. With continuous development to improve the 
product, specifications and features may change without prior notice.

PLEASE NOTE: Senator promotes that at all times safety measures should be adhered to 
when on the water, including the wearing of life jackets. In images where life jackets are not 
visible, situations were strictly supervised.
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Senator IS380–400Now established – the Senator IS380–400The IS380–400 has a high level of stability, load-carrying, reserve 

buoyancy and can be towed on a trailer easily by any family car, which 

makes these very useful, all-rounder crafts.Full-length storage shelves along the sides for tackle or whatever. The 

sealed deck is drained by two screw-in duckbill scuppers. They have 

a removable and movable seat on the 380, with twin seats on the 400. 

Both have good capacity anchor lockers.Both can come in centre console configuration.The bench seat can be slid forward and back to suit your different 

needs when travelling or fishing. Anchoring is a breeze, as a boat 

this size does not need heavy ground tackle. You can stand directly 

above the anchor well and pull with minimal effort.  
The floor space is completely clear and clean, and would be ideal for 

fly-fishing.
The 30hp tiller-steer provides all the  power needed to jump up  

onto the plane. The boat responds well when cornering,
with the pontoons keeping the boat very steady
and stable.

IS400

ICC400

ICC400
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SENATOR IS380–400

SPECIFICATIONS
IS380 Series IS400 Series

Overall length (Hull) 4.00m 4.10m
Hull length 3.92m 4.02m
Beam external 1.65m 1.80m
Beam internal 1.17m 1.320m
Pontoon thickness 3mm 3mm
Hull thickness 3mm 3mm
Floor to gunwale height 5.10m 5.4m
Floor Gauge (Tread Plate) 3mm 4mm
Transom Plate 3mm 4mm
Transom Height 20” 20”
Approx weight 170kg 200kg
Recommended HP 15hp 30hp
Maximum HP 40hp 40hp

STANDARD FEATURES
IS380 Series IS400 Series

5 year structural hull warranty 3 3

Marine grade alloy 3 3

Fully welded deck tread floor 3 3

Rod holders x 4 3 3

Bow guide rails 3 3

Fair lead 3

Fair lead roller 3

Anchor Storage 3 3

Adjustable Seat x1 x2
Full length deep storage shelves x 2 3 3

Scuppers x 2 3 3

Transom tie down points 3 3

IS380

Senator IS ra
nge

Super strong 
and stableRCC450
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LIT
TLE TOUGHY Small towing vehicle? This serie

s will suit you

Senator RC450Originally designed as Senator’s entry level model aimed at the first time 

boatie, the RC450 has evolved into a truly multi-purpose small boat. From 

towing the kids on a ‘biscuit’ to light tackle fishing or deep-water game 

fishing, this little boat is a surprise package.
The RC450’s total length on the trailer allows it to be safely stowed in a 

smaller garage or left at the bach, waiting for your next adventure.
Senator RC480The RC480 is the largest of the Senator small boat range. It has all the 

advantages of the RC450 but with a lot more space where it counts, in the 

deck! Add to this the higher sides and perspex windscreens and you get an 

awesome family fishing platform that is easy to tow, easy to launch and a 

breeze to store.
Safety, as always,is at the forefront with separate pressure tested pontoon 

and underfloor chambers making this little package virtually unsinkable.

This is possibly the best small boat in the Senator line-up.
Senator RC500If you’re looking for a great mid-sized boat to access those out-of-the-way 

beaches hiding the best fishing spots, then the RC500 is just for you.

Jumping up in size from the RC480, the RC500 is larger in every way. With 

an on-the-trailer length of less than six metres the RC500 can be easily 

stored and towed by the average family car. 
Its multi-chambered, pressure-tested pontoon, higher sides and cuddy 

cabin will keep you drier and ensure a safe, smooth ride every time you’re 

out boating.
Senator RC520If you are after a little more cockpit room at minimal extra cost, choose the 

RC520.
This is an excellent practical boat for mid-range motors, and ideal for 

beach launching and perfect for plenty of family fun including fishing and 

water skiing.
Senator RC540With the largest cockpit area of this series, the RC540 provides plenty of 

room on board while still being easy to tow with smaller vehicles.

It’s a proven performer, with up to 115 horsepower and capable of carrying the 

load of your choice to and from your favourite spots in comfort and with ease.

Senator RCC450, 520 & 580 series
All these boats are available in a centre console. Ask your dealer now about 

this latest series.

affordable, fun, easy to use



SENATOR PONTOON 
RC450, 480, RC500, RC520, RC540 

CUDDY SERIES
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Family fun and water skiing

SPECIFICATIONS
RC450 Series RC480 Series RC500/540 Series

Overall length 4.74m 5.04m 5.3–5.7m
Hull length 4.67m 4.97m 5.14-5.54m
Beam external 1.87m 1.87m 1.99m
Beam internal 1.39m 1.39m 1.525m
Pontoon thickness 3mm 3mm 3mm
Hull thickness 4mm 4mm 4mm
Transom deadrise 18º 18º 17º
Treadplate floor 4mm 4mm 4mm
Transom 508mm (20”) 508mm (20”) 508mm (20”)
Height on trailer 1.87m 1.87m 2.3m
Length of trailer 5.75m 6.0m 5.8–6.4m
Width on trailer 2.1m 2.2m   2.3m
Approx towing weight 750kg 800–1,000kg
HP rating 40–60hp 70–115hp
Recommended HP 50hp 50-90hp 70-115hp

STANDARD FEATURES
RC450 Series RC480 Series RC500/540 Series

5 year warranty on hull 3 3 3

Marine grade alloy 3 3 3

Portofino style transom 3 3 3

Fully welded deck tread floor 3 3 3

Fender rail 3 3 3

Alloy hatch 3 3 3

Rod holders in pontoons 4 4 4
Grab rails on transom 3 3 3

Acrylic windscreen 3 3

Duckboard on port side 3 3 3

Ladder with grab handles 3 3

Rear transom storage shelf 3 3

Cockpit side shelves 3 3 3

Bow guide rails 3 3 3

Fair lead & roller 3 3 3

Anchor storage 3 3 3

Pedestal swivel seats 3 3 3

Upholstered seats 3 3

Rotary steering 3 3 3

Bollard on foredeck 3 3 3

Non-skid walk around 3

LED navigation lights 3 3

Bilge pump 3 3

BEP 6-way switch panel 
and loom

3 3

Transducer mount plate 3 3 3

Jet option available 3

rc520

rc520

rc540
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easy to tow

Senator RC580A model in its own right the RC580 is again larger in every way 

from its smaller brothers, higher in the sides and a finer entry 

makes this model a great small offshore boat. Soft riding, great 

stability and a roomy cockpit.A 5mm hull and the ability to have up to 135 horsepower make 

the RC580 a high-performance boat.Fishing, diving and skiing – this boat has the ability to do it all in 

a stable, safe manner.
Senator RH580The RH580 gives its owner the confidence and comfort only a 

hard top can offer, knowing it will provide a dry, safe ride home if 

the weather changes.With as much room as the RC580 this little beauty is perfect for 

longer distance fishing and diving trips.
You’ll only need a medium-sized vehicle to tow it, making it 

accessible to your favourite beach hideaways.
With a long list of options available, Senator are seeing more and 

more serious anglers making this series into their customised 

dream fishing machine.When the weather’s right and the fish are there, tag along with 

the bigger boats in this surprisingly capable, soft riding and very 

roomy boat.

rc580

our smallest har
dtop rh580



rh580

SENATOR PONTOON 
RC580, RH580

boat pic
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Main boat pic

STANDARD FEATURES
RC580 Series RH580 Series

5 year warranty on hull 3 3

Marine grade alloy 3 3

Portofino style transom 3 3

Inbuilt folded fender rail 3 3

Alloy hatch 3

Water tight cabin hatch 3 3

Rod holders x 4 3 3

Rocket launcher rod rack 3

Ladder with grab rails 3 3

Grab rails on transom 3 3

Grab rails rear of cabin 3

Tinted safety glass windows 3

Tinted acrylic windscreen 3

Twin duckboard 3 3

Enclosed rear transom storage shelf 3 3

Rear transom storage shelf 3 3

Cockpit side shelves 3 3

Bow guide rails 3 3

Fair lead and roller 3 3

Anchor storage 3 3

Upholstered pedestal swivel seats 3 3

Rotary steering 3 3

Bollard on foredeck 3 3

Bollard & cleats 3 3

Non-skid walk around 3 3

LED navigation lights 3 3

Bilge pump 3 3

Fuel tank under floor 3 3

Fish bin under floor 3 3

BEP 6-way panel/loom & fuses 3 3

Transducer mount plate 3 3

SPECIFICATIONS
RC580 Series RH580 Series

Overall length 6.12m 6.12m
Hull length 5.94m 5.94m
Beam external 2.2m 2.2m
Beam internal 1.70m 1.70m
Pontoon thickness 3mm 3mm
Hull thickness 5mm 5mm
Treadplate floor 4mm 4mm
Transom dead rise 17° 17º
Transom 508mm (20”) 508mm (20”)
Height on trailer 2.3m 2.8m
Length on trailer 7m 7m
Width on trailer 2.27m 2.27m
Approx towing weight 1090kg 1180kg
HP rating 70–135hp 90–135hp
Recommended HP 90–135hp 90-135hp

rc580

rh580



one of our most popular models
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rh620

SURVEY B
UILD 

AVAILABLE

rh650

Senator RH620 – 650
A proven bestseller, the size and standard features of the RH620 
are second to none.

The RH620 offers unbeatable value with its unique hull design 
and the ability to be powered with up to 200hp. Add to that plenty 
of usable interior space, including standard back-to-back seats 
and squabs in the front cabin.

With an entry angle of 26º varying to 18º at the stern, the 
RH620’s capability to safely stay out with larger boats and often 
get home first – even in rough weather – makes it the leader of 
the pack.

Dive bottle storage along the uniquely folded pontoons is one 
of a long list of standard features on this model. Single or twin 
outboard, petrol or diesel stern drive options are all available.



SENATOR PONTOON 
RH620, RH650 SPECIAL EDITION
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The size and standard features of the rh620 are second to none.

SPECIFICATIONS
RH620–650 Series

Overall length 6.45m–6.75m
Hull length 6.2m–6.5m
Beam external 2.38m
Beam internal 1.86m
Pontoon thickness 3mm
Hull thickness 5mm
Treadplate floor 4mm
Transom dead rise 18 ° 
Transom 635mm (25”)
Approx weight 800kg
Height on trailer 2.9m
Length on trailer 7.9 - 8.2m
Width on trailer 2.4m
Approx towing weight 1650kg
HP rating 100–200hp
Recommended HP 150hp

STANDARD FEATURES
RH620–650 Series
5 year warranty on hull King & queen seats Ladder with grab handles
Marine grade alloy Heavy duty steering Enclosed rear transom
Portofino style transom Non skid walk around Second shelf in pontoons
Anchor locker LED navigation lights Bow guide rails
Water tight cabin hatch Bilge pump Fish bin under floor
Rod holders x 4 Bollard & cleats Forward cabin squabs
Variety of grab rails Fuel tank under floor Rocket launcher rod racks
Tinted safety glass windows Twin duckboards Fair lead & roller

rh650

rh620
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Senator RH690
If you want to get really serious about boating the RH690 is what 
you’re looking for.

A step up in construction, the width, depth and size of the RH690 
gives room for full-length bunks and the option of spacious lock-
up forward and main cabins. There are larger storage areas and a 
deck interior width of nearly two metres, giving the serious diver 
or fisherman room to move.

Under floor storage and dive bottle shelves built into the pontoons 
at floor level make for a spacious, usable cockpit.

The RH690’s ability to access offshore fishing areas and be 
powered with up to 250 horsepower inspires confidence in this 
rig, which is a top choice for the serious boatie. 

Twin motor and stern drive options are available.

This is the first model with a 2.5m beam resulting in a boat of 
large volume. On a tandem trailer its weight is around 2,000kg, 
giving plenty of options in towing vehicles.

Sea-wort
hy, 

stable 
and safe

SPECIFICATIONS
RH690 Series RH770 Series

Overall length 7.13m 7.93m
Hull length 6.93m 7.73m
Beam external 2.49m 2.49m
Beam internal 1.99m 1.99m
Pontoon thickness 3mm 3mm
Hull thickness 6mm 6mm
Treadplate floor 4mm 4mm
Transom dead rise 18° 18º
Transom 635mm (25”) 635mm (25”)
Height on trailer 3m 3.1m
Length on trailer 8.7m 9.50m
Width on trailer 2.50m 2.50m
Approx towing weight 1750kg 1950kg
HP rating 150–250hp 175–300hp
Recommended HP 200hp 250hp

epic adven
tures

SURVEY B
UILD 

AVAILABLE

rh690



SENATOR PONTOON 
RH690, RH770
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Senator RH770
The RH770 is the larger brother of the successful RH690 and a popular choice as a rescue boat, charter 
boat, commercial craft, or a great family boat.

It has proven itself as a top performer in all conditions, and with the added comfort of extra cockpit room 
it’s perfect for a cruise, fishing or diving. Many families find it the ideal island hopper, easily coping with 
longer distances such as Cook Strait.

With options available in two lock-up styles, the RH770 can be powered by single or twin motors or, of 
course, a stern drive.

The comfort and good looks of the RH770 have earned it the respect of its owners who often choose to 
customise the vessel for their specific needs.

For anyone looking for excitement for the family and their fishing mates, the RH770 is sure to impress.

STANDARD FEATURES
RH690 Series RH770 Series

5 year warranty on hull 3 3

Marine grade alloy 3 3

Portofino style transom 3 3

10 rod rocket launcher 3 3

Radar arch 3

Anchor locker 3 3

Water tight cabin hatch 3 3

Pontoon rod holders x4 x6
Variety of grab rails 3 3

Tinted safety glass windows 3 3

Twin duckboards 3 3

Ladder with grab handles 3 3

Second shelf in pontoons 3 3

Enclosed rear transom 3 3

Bow guide rails 3 3

King and queen seats 3 3

Fully upholstered cabin 3 3

Hydraulic steering 3 3

Non-skid walk around 3 3

LED navigation lights 3 3

Bilge pump 3 3

Bollard & cleats 3 3

Fuel tank under floor 3 3

Fish bins under floor x 2 3 3

BEP 6 way panel/loom and fuses 3 3

Transducer mount plate 3 3

rh770

epic adventures

rh770

rh770
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 cruise, 
dive, fish...

Senator RH780

An impressive offshore boat, the RH780 is the first of the 

larger models to be 2.7 metres wide. 

With the ease of obtaining an overwidth permit, the 

RH780 suits many of today’s larger SUVs, with a tow 

rating of 2,500–3,500kg. The added beam gives extra 

cabin and cockpit room.

The RH780 is a larger hard top with open or lock-up 

options available, and a huge internal cockpit width of 

more than two metres.

Its roomy cockpit and main cabin offer increased comfort 

and the reassuring sense of safety and security only a 

larger boat can  offer.

This model is perfect for the serious boating family or 

commercial user, rescue craft or charter vessel.

The RH780 can be single, twin or stern drive compatible 

and with diesel and petrol motors available through to 

350 horsepower, the possibilities are endless.

Contact your dealer today to custom build the RH780 to 

your dream boat requirements.

rh780

rh780

SURVEY B
UILD 

AVAILABLE

rh780
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SENATOR RH780

an impressive large boat

SPECIFICATIONS
RH780 Series

Overall length 7.97m
Hull length 7.31m
Beam external 2.70m
Beam internal 2.11m
Pontoon thickness 3mm
Hull thickness 6mm
Treadplate floor 4mm
Transom dead rise 18 ° 
Transom 635mm (25”)
Approx weight 2490kg
Height on trailer 3.17m
Length on trailer 9.23m
Width on trailer 2.7m
Approx towing weight 2480kg
HP rating 200–300hp
Recommended HP 250hp
Recommended heavy duty trailer 
braking system

STANDARD FEATURES
RH780 Series
5 year warranty on hull King & queen seats
Marine grade alloy Hydraulic steering
Portofino style transom Non-skid walk around
Locking forward cabin LED navigation lights
Anchor locker Bilge pump
Water tight cabin hatch Bollard & cleats
Rod holders x 6 Fuel tank under floor
Variety of grab rails Fish bin under floor
Ladder with grab rails BEP 6 way panel/loom & fuses
Duckboard ladder with 
grab rails

Fully upholstered cabin 
and squabs

Tinted safety glass windows Transducer mount plate
Enclosed rear transom Rocket launcher & radar arch

customise your layout



Thanks to Kathryn and Ewan

rh860 parked up in paradise
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Senator RH860
The flagship of the pontoon series, the RH860 gives boaties the 
confidence to tackle the extreme offshore areas around New 
Zealand in absolute comfort.

In calm water or rough conditions the RH860 will impress 
the toughest critic, offering a safe, smooth-riding boat to suit 
your needs.

With the ability to custom build this model to your 
requirements you can create your dream boat – be it a basic 
commercial rig to a family vessel with all the luxuries of home 
such as a shower and toilet.

If you’re looking for a commercial charter vessel or an 
impressive family fun machine, the RH860 does it all.

Calm water or rough
 

conditions the rh86
0 will 

impress the toughes
t critic.all the luxuries of home

work or play

SURVEY B
UILD 

AVAILABLE



SENATOR PONTOON 
RH860
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Senator, style, freedom!
SPECIFICATIONS

RH860 Series
Overall length 9.9m
Hull length 8.1m
Beam external 2.7m
Beam internal 2.1m
Pontoon thickness 3mm
Hull thickness 6mm
Treadplate floor 4mm
Transom dead rise 18° 
Transom 635mm (25”)
Approx weight 3000kg
Height on trailer 3.17m
Length on trailer 10.3m
Width on trailer 2.7m
Approx towing weight 2480kg
HP rating 250–400hp
Recommended HP 300hp
Recommended heavy duty trailer 
braking system

STANDARD FEATURES
RH860 Series
5 year warranty on hull Fully upholstered interior
Marine grade alloy Water tight cabin hatch on foredeck
Hand rails Walk through transom
Heavy duty bow rail Enclosed rear transom
Clear safety glass windows 
(tinted optional)

Stern drive or twin outboard options 
available

Two clear sliding windows Cleats & bollards
Provision for toilet LED navigation lights
Large anchor locker Bilge pump
Locking cabin door FWD Fuel tank 400 plus L
BEP 6 way panel/loom & fuses Some models will weigh more than 

3500kg on trailerRocket launcher & radar arch

yep!
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Senator Typhoon
The latest addition to the popular Senator range has evolved.

Responding to the needs of the wider boating fraternity, 
Senator has produced the Typhoon series of alloy plate boats.

Built to the same high standards of all Senator models, with 
a customer brief to ‘build a tough no-nonsense, stable and 
soft riding plate boats’, this series is an exciting addition to 
the Senator range.

Typhoon Cuddy Series
MC560, MC600 & MC650
The smallest in the Typhoon series has earned the nickname 
‘Fatboy’ and at 5.5 metres with a beam of 2.38 metres you can 
see why.

This model is perfect for those off-the-beach boaties wanting a 
beamy small boat for relatively short distances to pick up a net 
or a cray pot.

All three of these affordable and safe models share the same 
beam, while the MC650 not only has a longer cockpit, but also 
room for a full-length squab in the forward cabin for a ‘quick 
kip’ before the evening fishing frenzy.

Suitable for a large range of engines, these new models are 
perfect for a wide variety of boat lovers.

SPECIFICATIONS
MC560-600-650 MH630 MH670-760

Overall length 5.7–6.2m 6.49m 7.15–8.0m
Hull length 5.5m 6.34m 6.85–7.75m
Beam external 2.38m 2.385m 2.5m
Beam internal 1.88m 1.9m 1.97m
Hull thickness 5mm 5mm 5/6mm
Treadplate floor 4mm 4mm 4mm
Transom dead rise 18 ° 18 ° 18 ° 
Transom 635mm (25”) 635mm (25”)

Height on trailer 2.3m 3m 3.1m
Width on trailer 2.38m 2.4m 2.5m

mc600

mc600
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Typhoon Hard Top Series
MH630, MH670 & MH760
A natural progression from the Cuddy series, the MH670 and 
MH760 give a lot more usable room, with plenty of head space and a 
practical layout.

These boats are easy to drive, provide a soft and stable ride, with a 
stylish finish.

All the models are suitable for outboard or diesel stern drive units.

A full lock-up wheelhouse (lockable forward cabin is standard) is 
available giving the scope for planning your interior. Whether cruising, 
diving or fishing, the Senator Typhoon does it all in style.

Look for the boat tests on our website.

SENATOR TYPHOON 
MC560, MC600, MC650, 
MH630, MH670, MH760

Whether cruisin
g or fishing, 

the Senator 
Typhoon does 

it all in style

STANDARD FEATURES
MC560-600-650 MH630 MH670-760

Hull thickness 5mm 5mm 5/6mm
Bollard & cleats 3 3 3

Hydraulic steering 3

Fuel tank 3 3 3

Fish bin 3 3 3

LED navigation lights 3 3 3

Bilge pump 3 3 3

Twin hatches in transom 3 3 3

Water tight forward cabin hatch 3 3 3

6 way switch panel 3 3 3

Carpet lining and squabs 3 3 3

Forward locking cabin 3

Side shelving 3 3 3

Grab rails 3 3 3

Heavy duty bow rail 3 3 3

mh760

MH630

mh760
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SPECIFICATIONS
MH800 Series MH920 Series

Overall length 8.35m 9.3m
Hull length 8.15m 8.6m
Beam external 2.7m 2.7m
Beam internal 2.2m 2.2m
Hull thickness 6mm 6mm
Treadplate floor 4mm 4mm
Transom dead rise 18° 18º
Transom 635mm (25”) 635mm (25”)
Width on trailer 2.7m 2.7m
HP rating 200–300hp 200–300hp+
Recommended HP 250hp 300hp

mh800 off for the next
 adventure

Typhoon Hard Tops 
MH800 & MH920 wide
For the serious trailer boatie, the MH800 and MH920 models fit 
the bill.

It’s a fast, safe, soft riding, extreme fishing machine, which has 
been developed with the hunter in mind.

Both models have the ability to be towed throughout New 
Zealand when the ‘big fish’ are within range, and are made 
to be outboard powered with a twin rig or single 300–350 
horsepower motor.

Fitting a stern drive diesel of 250–350 horsepower is also an 
option, offering high-performance with economy.

The larger Senator Typhoon is available as an open hard top, 
lockable forward cabin, or lock-up wheelhouse giving plenty 
of room for a toilet, oven, sink, and more. Talk to us about the 
layout you require.

Whether it’s fishing, diving or family fun you’re after, these 
models can be customised to suit your needs.

mh800



SENATOR TYPHOON 
MH800, MH920
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STANDARD FEATURES
MH800 Series MH920 Series

5 year warranty on hull 3 3

Marine grade alloy 3 3

Portofino style transom 3 3

Two sliding windows 3 3

Anchor locker 3 3

Water tight cabin hatch 3 3

Rod holders x 4 3 3

Variety of grab rails 3 3

Clear safety glass windows 3 3

Duckboard ladder with grab rails 3 3

Second shelf in deck area 3 3

Heavy duty bow rail 3 3

Enclosed rear transom 3 3

Hydraulic steering 3 3

Non-skid walk around 3 3

LED navigation lights 3 3

Bilge pump 3 3

Bollard & cleats 3 3

Fuel tank under floor 3 3

Fish bins under floor 3 3

Fully upholstered cabin 3 3

King & queen seats 3 3

BEP 6 way panel/loom & fuses 3 3

Transducer mount plate 3 3

great day eh!

mh920 "hummin"

success



Senator 
Offshore 1020
The flagship of the Senator series, the Offshore 1020 
has evolved from the earlier Offshore 850-940-970 
models to become the fine craft it is today.

Designed as a moored vessel with the ability to be 
towed behind a short-to-medium wheelbase truck, it 
is truly a remarkable offshore rig.

The attention to detail in the galley and sleeping areas 
gives a warm, welcoming feel to this alloy boat.

A shower and toilet fit neatly next to the fishing areas, 
large bait station and walk through transom leading to 
a large duckboard with a live bait tank/s built into it. 
Tuna tubes are also built into this area.

Outboard or diesel stern drive compatible, modern 
common rail diesel stern drives of 320–400 
horsepower give efficient performance. Alternatively, 
twin 225–350 horsepower four-stroke outboards 
offer extremely powerful, yet exceptionally quiet 
performance.

20
offshore 

1020



 

The Offshore 1020 has developed from the practical 
ideas of boat owners and the team at Senator. Slight 
changes in the hull, gunwale and cabin top have given 
this boat a modern, classic look and the ride quality is 
typically smooth.

The Offshore 1020 is available in a variety of layouts 
and can be custom built for commercial operations, 
charter work or that home-away-from-home in your 
favourite cruising or fishing area.

The ability to visit that special spot, stay in comfort and 
cruise home in style is what this boat is all about.

Call us to discuss your requirements and cabin layout. 
We have the knowledge and expertise to provide you 
with a boat to be proud of.

SENATOR OFFSHORE 1020
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Designed by boaties 
for boaties. STANDARD FEATURES

1020 Series
5 year warranty on hull 100L water tank
Built to survey Live bait tank & tuna tube/s
Marine grade alloy Walk through transom with ladder
Heavy duty bow rail Double rocket launcher
Sliding windows Radar arch
Extra large anchor locker Painted cabin & top
Forward bunks & table Fully upholstered interior
Locking cabin door Rod holders x 8
Fish bins under floor & storage Shower/toilet cubicle
Fuel tank under floor Self draining deck
LED navigation lights Cabin lighting
Bilge pump Deck lights

SPECIFICATIONS
1020 Series

Overall length 10.8m
Hull length 10.3m
Beam external 3.1m
Hull thickness 6mm
Side thickness 5mm
Transom deadrise 18º
Recommended HP 320–700hp
Approx weight 4,500
Approx towing weight 6,500

warm and welcoming

all the comfort
s of home!

full shower/toil
et
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SENATOR RCC RANGE

STANDARD FEATURES
RCC500, 520, 540, 560, 580
5 year warranty on hull
Marine grade alloy
Centre console with portside handrail
Perspex screen
Sealed hatch (for door front of console)
Battery stowage (in centre console)
Steering Helm, cable and  steering wheel
Switch panel and wiring loom
Port and starboard LED nav lights
Anchor locker with lid
Step up front floor
Large bow rail
Bowsprit with roller
Forward anchor bollard
Alloy pedestal with plastic seat on a swivel
Rod holder x 4 
Transom shelf for stowage
Portside rear boarding platform
Folding ladder
Ladder handrails x 2
Storage side shelves port and starboard
Deck tread alloy floor 4mm
Large forward chine’s to deflect water

rcc520

rcc580

cc can be customed to any of our existing models.
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rh770

mh760

beach launching rh620

Offshore 1350

rh780 wide
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Want something different?

Built by boaties for boaties…

CUSTOM-BUILD 
YOUR SENATOR
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Senator boats... say YES!
If one of our standard vessels doesn’t fit your 
wishlist, let us custom-build a boat for you.

              for that really special boat!

MANUFACTURER

21 Hamilton Place

Onekawa, Napier
P 06 843 6882

CATS customised up to 17 meters



Your dealer is:


